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FOREWORD
This revised draft masterplan sets out proposals for the
Chuley Road area of Ashburton, giving form to the ideas
and aspirations of a wide range of people, businesses
and organisations with an interest in the area. It aims to
provide a framework for the development of the area in a
coordinated way, acknowledging its constraints, such as
flood risk and access, while reflecting its wider heritage
and functional role in the life of Ashburton.
Many people have contributed in a wide variety of ways
to this draft masterplan. That contribution is gratefully
recognised, accepting that this is a work in progress, and
that feedback from the people of Ashburton is vital if
the future well-being of this part of an important historic
town is to be secured.
Please send in your views and comments – contact
details are given at the end of this document.
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REVISED DRAFT CHULEY ROAD MASTERPLAN
BACKGROUND
1.

This report presents the revised Masterplan
for the redevelopment of a site at Chuley
Road, Ashburton. Following consultation
on the previous draft, the draft Masterplan
has been revised to address community
feedback wherever possible.

2.

The Masterplan was commissioned by
Dartmoor National Park Authority (DNPA)
and Teignbridge District Council (TDC). It
has been prepared by BDP, an experienced
practice of urban designers, town planners,
architects and landscape architects. It has
been developed in collaboration with the
local community and landowners.

AERIAL OF THE SITE

THE SITE
3.

The Masterplan site is located to the south
of the centre of Ashburton on the south
eastern fringe of the Dartmoor National
Park, and contains a mix of business, light
industrial, retail and residential properties.
It has historically been the working heart
of Ashburton and housed the former
Ashburton railway station which closed in
1971, leaving behind a series of heritage
assets including the Grade II Listed Goods
Shed.

DEVELOPMENT NEED
4.

5.

Three major landowners at Chuley Road
have previously expressed an interest in
relocating and redeveloping their sites.
Without an overall strategy for how the
site should be redeveloped, there is a high
risk that individual applications would not
provide sufficient community benefits
or appropriately address site constraints.
Therefore DNPA recognised the need for a
comprehensive approach, which covered
the whole site and sets a framework
for individual planning applications.
Following extensive consultation with
the community, Policy ASH2 of the DNPA
Development Management and Delivery
Development Plan Document (adopted
July, 2013) (the ‘DMD’) allocates the site
for mixed use residential and commercial
development; capable of meeting
community needs including a mix of
housing, access to employment and car
parking.
Given both the opportunities and the
constraints of this site, DNPA recognised
the need for a comprehensive approach to
regenerating the site led by a Masterplan.
The masterplan will form a framework
for redevelopment of the site and must
therefore be in place and approved by
DNPA before individual developments can
be permitted; it is a vital step in enabling
the regeneration of the Chuley Road site.
Importantly, whilst it is recognised that
some landowners may not be interested in
redevelopment at this time, DNPA will need
to consider applications within the site and
therefore a Masterplan must be brought
forward in order to ensure these are not ad
hoc applications, but instead contribute
towards a wider strategy for the site.

Site boundary
Figure 1.1 - Aerial showing
the masterplan site and
wider context of Ashburton

ROLE OF THE MASTERPLAN
6.

A Masterplan is developed in response
to the particular opportunities and
constraints of a site, setting a framework
to guide future planning applications. The
Masterplan approach provides the means
to deliver positive change for Chuley
Road, addressing current site issues and
balancing the aspirations of landowners
and the wider community for benefits such
as parking, flood mitigation and a high
quality environment fitting of Ashburton.

engagement methods and forms of
communication and media. Further details
of this stage of consultation are set out
below and in the Consultation Statement.
8.

Chuley Road Facebook page, email
circulation, press releases and community
newsletters (ongoing) – sought to raise
awareness amongst the local community
and interested parties about the
preparation of the draft Masterplan, keep
them informed of progress, and collect
people’s aspirations and feedback on
proposals.

9.

The revised Masterplan is in draft at this
stage and is now being published for a
period of six weeks public consultation
from the 30th of October 2014 to the
12th of December 2014, during which
time you can review the report, digest the
recommendations and let us know what
you think. For more details on how to get
involved, please refer to Section 3.

CONSULTATION
7.

The Masterplan has been produced
through a collaborative process with
the local community and landowners. A
first phase of preliminary consultation
and engagement on the initial Draft
Chuley Road Masterplan was undertaken
between June 2013 and March 2014.
This process sought to capture the issues
and opportunities facing the site and the
aspirations of the local community and
landowners through a variety of different
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KEY ISSUES AND EVIDENCE BASE
10. The revised Masterplan has been shaped
by key messages to emerge from
consultation and is underpinned by a
robust evidence base which seeks to
build up a thorough understanding of site
constraints and investigate approaches to
their management. This section provides
an overview of some of the key issues to
arise from the consultation and baseline
analysis. For a full account of overarching
key issues please refer to Appendix 1 – Key
Issues.
Flood Risk
11. The majority of the Chuley Road
Masterplan site lies in a Flood Risk Zone
category 3 and the site has regularly
experienced flooding.
12. A Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
(SFRA)of the Chuley Road Masterplan site
was prepared, which has provided the
masterplan with a detailed understanding
of the flood risk across the site.
13. The Flood Risk Assessment concluded that
there are two principle causes of flood risk
on the site and the surrounding area; firstly
the Balland Stream culvert which runs
underground in the northern portion of
the site has limited capacity and is prone
to blockages and secondly fluvial flood risk
from the River Ashburn.
14. This places restrictions on the nature of
development that is appropriate on the
site, but also presents opportunities for
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creative thinking in the masterplan on how
to design development to reduce the risk
of flooding.
15. The revised masterplan has been informed
by the Edenvale Young Ashburton
Summary Modelling Report (Appendix – 2),
which models assesses and recommends
suitable flood alleviation measures to
incorporate into the Masterplan.
Highways Access
16. Access into and within the Chuley Road
Site is constrained by narrow roads with
low levels of carrying capacity. In particular
this is an issue for larger vehicles associated
with the disparate commercial activities
on site.
17. To ensure that the Masterplan is based
on a thorough understanding of the
existing transport access issues, transport
consultants Urban Flow have carried out
a traffic survey for existing access to the
Chuley Road Masterplan site. Details of the
survey and the key findings can be found
in the Chuley Road Parking Strategy and
Movement Assessment, supporting this
draft Masterplan.
18. Due to the rural location of Ashburton,
there is a reliance on the private car as the
primary mode of transport, with very few
trips made on foot or bicycle.
19. Consultation has identified an aspiration
amongst the local community for
construction of a new link road to the
south, connecting to the A38 Peartree
Cross Slip Road via Bulliver’s way.

Responding to this the masterplan has
been informed by a thorough analysis
of the creation of the link road, which is
included at Appendix – 3.
Parking
20. Parking availability is a key issue for
Ashburton. Planning policy requires further
public parking to be provided within the
Chuley Road site to provide for the town
centre, and the masterplan brief identified
an objective to achieve a net gain in public
car parking on the Chuley Road site.
21. The parking study conducted by Urban
Flow identifies public parking within
the site along Chuley Road, with an
estimated 30 (mostly unmarked) on-street
spaces. In addition, there is informal and
undesignated parking for approximately
190 spaces used by businesses for private
parking.
22. In addition there are issues currently with
parking availability in the town centre and
there is an opportunity for a net gain in
public parking provision and availability
across the town as a whole as a result
of the Masterplan. However, in order to
achieve this it is important that the parking
space provision within the Chuley Road site
complements the provision in the wider
town centre in terms of the intended usage
and stay durations to ensure it is effectively
and well used. For a detailed account
of parking issues, please refer to Chuley
Road Parking Strategy and Movement
Assessment, supporting this draft
Masterplan and contained in Appendix A4.
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3 No. On street loading bays

2

Main access to Chuley Road, Two way traffic
Remove on street parking during the day
Upgrade public realm

3

Vealenia Terrace - Remains untouched

4

Mini roundabout incorporating grating to connect
overland floodwater to new relief culvert in station yard

5

Chuley Road remains as two way traffic

6

Create one way system around Station Yard
Prigg Meadow

7

Mixed use / Market community event space

8

Convenience Store

9

Medium/ short stay public car park circa 23 spaces

10

Mixed use development

11

Convenience Store Car Park - 23 spaces

12

Station Yard Business Car Park - 53 spaces

13

Residential Development 25 Houses, 8 flats

14

Raised table 800mm high
Flood deflection wall 1.2m high

15

Emergency access to Skate Park

16

Future mixed use, light Industrial uses remain in
short to medium term

17

Bridge used for emergency and service vehicles only

18

Residential Development - 34 Units

19

River reprofiling to increase conveyance

20

Long stay public car park - circa 56 spaces

21

Auction rooms overspill car park
possible public car park circa 37 cars when not in use

22

Stone Park potential access to residential
development only

Figure 2.1 - Illustrative Masterplan showing the
vision for the regeneration of Chuley Road
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23. Drawing on all the previous work,
engagement and technical analysis, a draft
Masterplan has been developed.
24. The Masterplan consists of a number of parts:
A Vision, which sets out the overall intent for
the future of the site and what it will be like in
10 years time.
A set of Objectives which set out the
main drivers behind the masterplan and
which should be achieved once the site
regeneration is complete.
A set of Principles to guide development
so that the Masterplan Objectives are
achieved. The Principles are illustrated as
annotations on the following Masterplan
diagrams.

THE VISION
25. The following presents the Vision for the
Chuley Road site, explaining what it will be
like in 10 years time:

“Chuley Road will be a revitalised area
of Ashburton, a place where people live
and work in an attractive environment.
The rich historic and natural assets of
the site will be revealed, celebrating the
special qualities of Ashburton as a former
railway town and a gateway to Dartmoor
National Park. Chuley Road will be a
lively riverside neighbourhood where
new residential streets provide a range
of homes for the community with direct
access to the town and the countryside.
An attractive and functional public realm
will be integrated into the environment,
including flood alleviation measures and
a range of high quality open spaces. A
distinctive and vibrant destination to the
north based on the former Ashburton
Station building will connect into the
town centre and complement the new
residential neighbourhood. It will be a
creative business hub, providing new
places for work, shopping, leisure and
entertainment complementing and
enhancing Ashburton’s existing offer.”

OBJECTIVES
26. The following provides the overarching
Objectives for Chuley Road. These
Objectives must be achieved in order to
deliver the Vision.
OBJECTIVE 1 - Create attractive, sustainable
and accessible new residential opportunities
for Ashburton

OBJECTIVE 4 - Conserve and better reveal the
site’s heritage and natural assets. Reinforce the
distinctive character and qualities of Ashburton

OBJECTIVE 2 - Create an active place with
uses that support existing businesses and the
town centre

OBJECTIVE 5 - Alleviate flood risk on the site
and ensure development does not worsen the
existing situation

OBJECTIVE 3 - Create a sustainable, well
connected, safe and attractive network
of streets and spaces, which encourage
pedestrian movement and cycling, whilst
easing traffic movement across the site

OBJECTIVE 6 - Improve parking availability in
Ashburton
OBJECTIVE 7 - Ensure each development
contributes to the regeneration of the site as a
whole
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MASTERPLAN DEVELOPMENT PARCELS

THE MASTERPLAN
Site wide principles

DP4b. Retain the Station Yard building as commercial use,
comprising of office and retail use.

d

DP4c. Create a 500 sqm mixed use development in the south
eastern corner of the Station Yard development plot.

Chu

Stat
i

SW4. Each development must contribute
towards measures required to
address site-wide issues and enable
development, such as highways,
flood alleviation, public parking
provision, public realm, pedestrian
and cycle route improvements. This
should be achieved either as part of
developments or through financial
contributions.

Roa

SW3. Focus activities such as retail,
business, leisure, and community,
where they are most accessible to the
town centre.

DP4a. To create a focus of activity in the northern end of the
site, provide a mixed use development comprising
of a multifunctional community, market and event
space and opportunities for retail and/or leisure use
within the existing station building, with a small
(approximately 400 sqm) convenience store located
to the rear. Redevelopment should retain parking for
business use, and provide for additional public car
parking.

ley

SW2. Deliver mixed use development
including, residential, business,
leisure and community uses.

DP4 - Station

on Y
ard

SW1. Deliver opportunities for new
housing provision, including an
element of between 10 - 25%
affordable housing units subject to
viability.

DP2 - Riverside

Stonepark
DP1. Retain and convert the existing
building in commercial use with the
potential for residential uses on upper
floors. Opportunities for business
and public parking should form part
of future proposals for this site.

DP5 - Hillside Plateaux

Roa
d

DP1 - The Auction Rooms

Recreation
Ground

Chu
ley

DP2. Create a new residential development
and public car parking area, within
the Riverside development plot
with the potential to accommodate
around 34 houses, with a density
of approximately 37 dwellings per
hectare. Development should provide
sufficient amenity space, onsite
public car parking, a suitable buffer
between residential and retained
light industrial uses, and address
constraints such as the River Ashburn
and below ground services.

A38

DP5. Create a new residential development
and public car parking area with the
potential to accommodate around 33
new dwellings. Dwellings should be a
mix of market and affordable housing
to meet identified needs, with
potential for a limited proportion of
flats (indicative split 25 houses and
8 flats). The site could be reasonably
developed to a higher density.
Development should be designed
to provide good quality residential
amenity by setting development
back from the A38 and including
noise attenuation measures, such as
screening

DP3 - Central commercial

DP3. Provide flexibility for the existing
light industrial uses to remain in
situ or for a commercial-led mixed
use development in the future with
residential at upper floors.
FIGURE 2.2 - Diagram
showing the development
parcels within the masterplan
area
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MASTERPLAN
DEVELOPMENT
PARCELS
PROPOSED
LAND
USES

Chu

ley

Stat
i

Recreation
Ground

Roa
d

on Y
ard

Parish Church
of St Andrew

KEY

A38

Residential

Roa
ley

Stonepark

d

Mixed use (employment,

Chu

FIGURE 2.3 - The masterplan
provides a residential led
development but supported
by a mix of business and
community uses to provide an
active place.

leisure, residential)
Existing mixed use retained
Potential small convenience
store
Green / community space
Parking
Existing light industrialbuildings retained, short
and medium term
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DESIGN AND HERITAGE
DH1. The scale and form of development
should respond to its context,
respecting and benefiting from
environmental and heritage
assets, including the River Ashburn
and the Old Goods Shed, and
integrating into Ashburton’s
distinctive townscape and rural
setting.

DH2. Create a place that is recognisably
‘Ashburton’ in the layout, form,
scale and appearance of new
development, streets and spaces,
which reinforces and progresses the
existing character of the town and its
rural setting.

d
ley

Roa

Recreation
Ground

Chu

DH4. The layout of new development
should maximise views and desire
lines towards important heritage
assets, both within the site and
across Ashburton.

Sta
ti

on

Yar
d

Parish Church
of St Andrew

DH3. Appropriate new uses should
conserve high quality buildings and
structures of heritage value and
sensitively refurbish and restore
those in need of improvement
where the heritage value has
been affected over time. This
could include the use of sensitive
contemporary architecture and
public realm improvements to
better reveal the site’s heritage.

DH6. Conserve the station building by
reopening its northern facade,
better revealing the building by
addressing poor quality adjoining
buildings and structures and
retaining and restoring key features
such as the original iron railings.
Flexibility will be needed in order
to find a viable and sustainable use
for this building. An application on
this site will need to demonstrate an
understanding of and respect the
significance of the Station Buildings.
ad
Ch
u

ley

rk

Ro

Stone
pa

A38

DH5. Development should be designed
to protect the amenity of existing
and future residents, including by
ensuring there is no conflict with
neighbouring uses or roads, and
avoiding over development of
sites. This should include suitable
attenuation measures informed
and demonstrated to be adequate
through additional studies, including
noise impact assessments.

KEY

DH7. Conserve and enhance existing
heritage assets and their setting,
through sensitive refurbishment
and public realm improvements,
including:
• the Engine House;
• the Auction Rooms;
• the Grade II Listed Goods Shed; and
• the Station Building.

DH8. Reflect the evolution of the railway
heritage in the layout and structure
of the site by creating a pattern of
development which follows the
railway alignment where possible
and use the existing former railway
buildings as precedents for the form
and appearance of new buildings.

Listed Building retained
Heritage building retained
Heritage building improved
Heritage building major improvement
Heritage setting improvements

FIGURE 2.4 - Diagram showing the
principles for treating buildings and
structures of heritage value
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ENVIRONMENT AND FLOODING
FLOOD ALLEVIATION MEASURES
27. The principles on the adjacent page have
been developed in response to additional
flood assessments undertaken in response
to the latest consultation.

1 - New 800mm high ‘raised table’ to direct flow back into
channel, SUBJECT TO FUTURE LAND AVAILABILITY

28. The flood assessment illustrated some of
the sites are in control of their own flood
issues, whilst others require a collaborative
approach amongst landowners to reduce
flood risk across the masterplan area.
29. In some cases flood works may not be
covered by the uplift in value of the land,
so at this point in time it may not be
viable to carry out this work. However, as
regeneration takes place land values are
likely to increase.
30.

2 - DRAINAGE GRATING CONNECTING overland flow TO CULVERT

A number of areas remain at risk that
cannot be mitigated by works within the
site, which, like other parts of the town
centre, will potentially require a range of
upstream works. These can be explored
outside of this Masterplan where possible.

31. Having considered the above, the
Masterplan is based upon what is
estimated to be a viable package of flood
mitigation. Importantly some of this work
is required before certain development can
take place. Some of this work must take
place collaboratively, for example works
which reduce risk at the commercial area
and the Old Umber Works, could not take
place with the Old Umber Works building
in its current location.
32. Land uses currently in the flood plain
(for example car parking or buildings)
can continue, however if these uses
change then any application will need to
demonstrate that a new use will not be at
an unacceptable risk of flooding.
33. The precedent images on this page
correspond to figure 2.5 on the adjacent
page and provide a visual indication of the
proposed flood alleviation measures.

3 - A new flood relief culvert subject to existing culvert
capacity

4 - River Bank Reprofiled to increase conveyance

5 - Flood wall to Divert overland flow into channel
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ENVIRONMENT AND FLOODING

EF1. A flood alleviation scheme will
be required to be in place before
development on specific sites
can commence, this will require
landowners to work co-operatively in
order to realise developable land and
deliver the following proposed flood
mitigation.

EF2. Flood alleviation work along
the river corridor will incorporate
opportunities to enhance biodiversity
value of the River Ashburn by
creating a diverse range of aquatic
and riparian habitat supporting a
range of aquatic fauna and flora

EF3. Applications will require a detailed
Flood Risk Assessment setting out
necessary flood alleviation measures
in order to demonstrate clearly that
flood risk on the site, and up and
downstream, is improved or at the
very least does not worsen.

1 - 800mm high raised table, subject
to future land availability
2 - Drainage grating to intercept
overland flow and connect it back
to the existing culvert; 		

oad

Recreation
Ground

yR

3

Ch

ule

5 - 1.2m high flood deflection wall

Parish Church
of St Andrew

ny
ard

4 - River channel reprofiling to
increase flood conveyance.

2

sta
tio

3 - A new flood relief culvert for
Balland Stream if no capacity in
existing culvert in Station Yard.

EF4. Applications should be supported
by an Ecological Impact Assessment
(EcIA) to assess potential impacts
against biodiversity enhancements
resulting from the proposed scheme.
The EcIA will include a ‘biodiversity
balance sheet’ of ecological losses
and gains.

21

1
5

EF5. The detailed design of the flood
alleviation scheme must be
developed in consultation with the
Environment Agency, including
implications for the design of
proposed car parks.

A38

ley

Ro

ad

4

Ch
u

EF6. Conserve existing trees where
possible and create new high
quality landscaped environments,
including the Riverside Parkland
area connecting Bulliver’s Way to the
Recreation Ground.

EF8. Individual schemes should identify
opportunities for biodiversity
enhancement features to include
increasing bird nesting and bat
roosting opportunities, bee houses,
reptile refugia and wildflower
meadow creation
EF10. Ensure new residential
development within the mixed use
development is at upper floors and
has safe emergency egress into an
area not subject to flood risk.
FIGURE 2.5 - Diagram showing the proposed flood
alleviation scheme that must be implemented for
development to commence on the Chuley Road site

EF7. Applications must provide evidence
in order for them to be screened for
Habitat Regulations Assessment,
ensuring that the scheme would not
have a significant effect upon any
of the Dartmoor, South Dartmoor
or the South Hams Special Areas of
Conservation (SAC) in relation to
greater horseshoe bats and Atlantic
salmon.

EF9. The zone to the southern end of the
site should be preserved to continue
to provide a flood storage role. No
development will be permitted in this
area.
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HIGHWAY ACCESS AND PARKING
HP1. To improve vehicle access to the
town centre, St. Lawrence Lane
should be improved as an important
two-way link.

HP2. Remove parking on St Lawrence
Lane during the day other than three
bays for loading/unloading and
disabled access to serve the Post
Office, with unrestricted parking
outside of these times to allow local
residents to park.

L
St

HP4. Improve vehicle access between
the town centre and new car parking
within the Masterplan site, which
may include the creation of a mini
roundabout at the Chuley Road / St.
Lawrence Lane Junction.

tle

e
an

yH

Roa

d

Stat
io

n Ya
rd

ill

Recreation
Ground

ley

HP7. A public car park for
medium / long stay
use (circa 23 spaces)
should be provided
within the Hillside
Plateaux development
plot.

Chu

HP8. Provide a service and emergency
access to the recreation ground from
the Riverside development plot.

Ro
ad

A38

Ch
ule
y

HP10. To avoid adverse impacts on
the local highways network all
new development within the
Chuley Road site should
Stoaim
nepto
be trip generation ‘neutral’ asaark
minimum, meaning that each new
development should not generate
more vehicle movements than the

is
Wh

eL
nc
re
aw

HP5. Rationalise access around Station
Yard to improve access and
circulation. Applications must be
supported by detailed highway
access studies to propose the most
appropriate solution.
HP6. Car parking should be provided
within the Station Yard site,
consisting of a public short stay
car park (circa 23 spaces) to serve
the convenience store and a
private medium stay car park (circa
53 spaces) to serve Station Yard
Businesses.

HP3. The primary vehicle access to the
Chuley Road site should be from
the north via. Chuley Road with
limited access for future residents
of southern development parcels
via Stonepark. Through routes via
Stonepark to Chuley Road should be
restricted to emergency and service
vehicles only to avoid the risk of
drivers taking a ‘cut through’. The
point at which access is restricted
should be set out in any application
for this site, informed by a detailed
Transport Assessment.

HP9. Applications must be supported by
detailed Transport Assessments in
order to identify enabling works in
the form of highways improvements
which would be made along Chuley
Road, including widening, to enable
better access for vehicles and to
create a safer environment for
pedestrians.
KEY
Primary vehicle routes

HP11. Retain / expand the existing
private car park to provide circa
37 spaces within the Auction
Rooms site, dedicated for
business use across the Chuley
Road site. Flexibility should
be provided to accommodate
parking for auction days.
HP12. No development shall be permitted
which may prevent the potential
future provision of a link road
connecting to the south of Chuley
Road from the A38 Peartree Cross slip
road.

Secondary vehicle routes
Emergency and service access only
Goods vehicle manouevering zone

HP13. A public car park for long stay use
(circa 56 spaces) should be provided
within the Riverside development
plot. Sufficient space adjacent to
the highway should be retained for
the turning of HGVs so long as this is
required to serve remaining industrial
businesses on the Masterplan site.

Dedicated private parking spaces
New long stay parking public
New short to medium stay parking
public

FIGURE 2.7 Diagram showing the principles
for vehicle access and parking
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OPEN SPACES AND MOVEMENT
OM1. Make Chuley Road an active and
vibrant destination, seamlessly
incorporated into the existing town
by the creation of a high quality
public open space to the north
of the site based in front of the
station building. The public open
space should provide access to
community and convenience retail
uses in close proximity to the town
centre.

OM3. Improve existing and create new
public pedestrian connections
supported by active frontages from
the site to the town centre and other
surrounding places.

en
wr
La
St
ne
La
ce

OM2. Create places where activity can spill
outside and bring the street to life.

d
Roa
Chu

ley

Stat
i

Recreation
Ground

on Y
a

rd

Parish Church
of St Andrew

OM5. Improve the public realm and
pedestrian safety by providing
appropriate footways along Chuley
Road as part of new development.

Chu

ley

Roa

d

OM4. Create a shared surface public
space around the Engine Shed
connecting to the Recreation
Ground. This space should be
designed to provide limited
access for emergency and service
vehicles and to accommodate the
manoeuvring of goods vehicles.

A38

KEY
Cycle Route 272

Stone
p

ark
Local cycle/pedestrian
route

Cycle parking

OM7. Individual applications for
sites across Chuley Road will be
supported by Transport Assessments
to ensure that each development
contributes to the improvement of
the public realm and movement
network.

Pedestrian gateway

Secondary existing
pedestrian routes
Secondary proposed
pedestrian routes

OM6. Create a riverside walk providing
access to the Recreation Ground via
Bulliver’s Way.

New public realm
and highway improvements
New green space
Pedestrian node

FIGURE 2.8 Diagram showing the principles
for public realm improvements and
pedestrian movement
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MASTERPLAN DEVELOPMENT PARCELS

DP4

ad

Recreation
Ground

Chu
ley
Ro

Sta
t

ion

Yar
d

Parish Church
of St Andrew

DP5

34. In order to deliver the objectives and
desired community benefits, while allowing
flexibility for the site to be delivered by
individual developers rather than all at once,
the masterplan is divided into five logical
development parcels which broadly mirrors
land ownership patterns.

Chul
e

DP2

y Ro

ad

DP3

A38

Stonepa
rk

DP1

35. These development parcels are set out
below and indicated on figure 7.1.
• DP1 – Auction Rooms
• DP2 – Riverside
• DP3 – Central Commercial

Site boundary

• DP4 – Station

FIGURE 3.1 - Diagram showing the
proposed phasing of developments
across the Chuley Road site

• DP5 – Hillside Plateaux

Securing Infrastructure
Improvements and
Community Gain

Site Specific
Requirements and
Considerations

38. Each development must make
36. The need and importance of
reasonable contributions towards
comprehensively developing the
infrastructure improvements and
masterplan area is recognised within
community benefits. This will be
planning policy (ASH2). This comprehensive
secured as part of developments
approach also applies to the delivery of
wherever possible, or alternatively
the masterplan vision and all development
if necessary through Section
sites are expected to contribute to the
106 contributions. The following
infrastructure required to create a vibrant
are priorities for infrastructure
mixed use place for people to live, work and
improvements and community gain:
enjoy.

Site dp1 – Auction Rooms

37. This section identifies site specific
infrastructure improvements along with
area wide improvements which all sites
will be expected to contribute towards
to deliver the vision. This recognises both
the interdependencies of the sites and
differences in viability between land uses.

• Flood Alleviation
• Public car parking
• Highways improvements
• Public realm improvements,
including public pedestrian and
cycle access.
• Affordable Housing

Development Requirements:
• Owing to the size of the site and flood
restrictions, development on this site will be
limited and there are no specific development
requirements other than the common principles
in the earlier parts of the masterplan.
• The masterplan proposes retention of the
existing building but allows for sensitive
conversion into mixed use, including residential
on upper floors.
• The existing car park should be retained,
expanded and managed through private
arrangement with local businesses and residents.
Development Considerations:
• The eastern half of the site is within an area of
development restriction due to flood risk.
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Infrastructure / Community
Benefits

Masterplan Requirements

Delivery Mechanism

Flood Alleviation

Site wide scheme implemented in stages, as
outlined on pages 14 and 15.

Delivered as part of a mix of individual
development sites and a collaborative
approach amongst landowners to reduce
flood risk across the masterplan area.

Affordable Housing

Given the area wide infrastructure
requirements provision will be subject to further
assessment of viability in line with Policy
DMD21.

Provided on site, within residential
developments.

Highways improvements

Upgrading Chuley Road, new mini roundabout
(if required) and circulation, improvements to
St Lawrence Lane.

Linked to and delivered as part of
individual development schemes.

Public car parking

Public car parking on Chuley Road, short –
long stay public car parks across the site.

Linked to and delivered as part of
individual development schemes, subject
to viability.

Public realm improvements

Improvements to Station Yard, new public
space around Engine Shed, diverted Bulliver’s
Way, improvements to St Lawrence Lane.

Linked to and delivered as part of
development schemes.
TABLE 3.1 - Table of infrastructure and community
benefit requirements and delivery mechanisms

Site dp2 – Riverside

Site dp3 – Central Commercial

Development Requirements

Development Requirements:

• The implementation of a flood alleviation
scheme is a priority for development on this
site as it is required to enable development
by altering the flood zone restrictions.

• Owing to the size of the site and flood
restrictions, development on this site will be
limited and there are no specific development
requirements other than the common
principles in the earlier parts of the masterplan.

• A highways enabling works scheme
including improvements to Chuley Road,
public parking provided at the southern
end for medium to long stay use (circa 58
spaces).
• Through access for vehicles should be
limited to emergency and service vehicles
only, restricted by bollards and connecting
to the recreation ground. Access for cyclists
and pedestrians between Stonepark and
Chuley Road should be retained.
• Public access should be provided along the
river to the Recreation Ground, connecting
into Church Path.
Development Considerations:

• Land owners will need to collaborate and share
the benefits of the future development.
• The masterplan allows for retention of the
existing buildings or a small scale mixed use
development, including residential on upper
floors.
• Residential uses at upper floors must have safe
emergency egress to a zone where there is no
flood risk.
Site dp4 – Station
Development Requirements:

• The Bulliver’s Way Public Right of Way
will need to be diverted to run along the
riverside.

• The provision of a new on-site public car park
(in short to medium stay use and circa 28
spaces), in addition to providing parking for the
convenience store.

• Development should be designed to
avoid affecting the existing below ground
services.

• The provision of public realm improvements
within Station Yard.

• The detailed design should consider the
alignment and design of the diverted
footpath having regard to residential
amenity and privacy.
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Development Considerations:

• The implementation of a highways
improvement scheme to allow circulation
around the site.
• Flood alleviation as part of the Umber Works
redevelopment
• Opportunity for the provision of a new
pedestrian footbridge crossing the River
Ashburn to the Recreation Ground to be
explored.

• A comprehensive development should be
delivered through collaboration between the
land owners. It will be important for the land
owners to share the costs and benefits of the
future development.
• The detailed design should consider the
impact on and treatment of the station
building, Listed Building, and Conservation
Area. This should be informed by additional
evidence in order to preserve and enhance
heritage assets.
Site dp5 – Hillside Plateaux
Development Requirements:
• The provision of a new on-site public car
park (in medium to long stay use and circa 23
spaces).
• The implementation of a highways and
public realm improvement scheme to provide
a new mini-roundabout (if required) and
improvements to St Lawrence Lane.
• Contribution towards area wide flood
alleviation as well as delivery of the raised
table adjacent to the site.
Development Considerations:
• The detailed design should carefully consider
the relationship of new residential with
the A38 to provide good quality residential
amenity.
• The detailed design should carefully consider
the relationship of development to existing
residential premises surrounding the site to
avoid negative effects on residential amenity.
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Phasing / Sequence
Principles
39. Appropriate development within these
parcels can be delivered at different times
(or in ‘phases’); however, developments
must be delivered in accordance with
the following sequence to ensure that
enabling works are in place and to avoid
negative impacts on the highways and
amenity of existing and future residents:

40. An indicative phasing programme for the
development is as follows:
• Short term (0 - 5 years): flood alleviation
scheme and works to Chuley Road,
development on site DP2 and DP5.
• Medium term (5 - 10 years): northern
highways improvements, followed by
development on sites DP4.
• Longer term (10+ years): development of
sites DP1 and DP3.

• Necessary highways improvements on
Chuley Road should be in place before
any development can commence.
• Development on site DP2 could be
delivered first as this would avoid
adverse impacts on the highways
network, business operation and
residential amenity.
• The highways works to the northern end
of the site (and along St Lawrence Lane)
should be in place before subsequent
developments can commence on
sites DP2, DP3, DP4 and DP5, subject
to Transport Assessment including
construction access.
• There is flexibility for the development
on sites DP3, DP4 and DP5 to come
forward at different times; however
it is anticipated that development on
site 5 will be more likely to proceed in
the shorter term as it is in one single
ownership.
• In regard to site DP4 a combined
approach to redevelopemnt represents
the most viable option
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next steps
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CONTACT

WHAT NEXT?
41. The Revised Draft Chuley Road
Masterplan is now being published
for a period of six weeks so that the
community can review the report in
detail and provide feedback on the
proposals.
42. The draft report can be downloaded
from the Dartmoor National Park
Authority’s webpage: www.dartmoor.
gov.uk/ashburtonmasterplan where the
other supporting technical documents
are also available to download.
43. The closing date for receiving comments
will be Friday 12th December 2014; if
however you are unable to provide a
response by that date, please let us
know as we will consider any feedback
received before the final report is
completed.

45. The intention is for the final report to be
adopted and published early in 2015.
46. Please let us know your views:

48. If you have any comments, please send
your response to Dan Janota at DNPA on
the following contact details:
by email: forwardplanning@dartmoor.gov.uk

•

Are the proposals consistent with
the vision and objectives for the
site?

•

What do you like about the
proposals, what would you change?

Parke, Bovey Tracey

•

Do you have any comments on
the proposals for specific areas of
Chuley Road?

Devon, TQ13 9JQ

•

Do you have any other general
comments on the Masterplan?

by post: Forward Planning
Dartmoor National Park Authority
Newton Abbot
by phone: 01626 832 093

47. It is as important for us to hear positive
feedback, as well as any constructive
inputs into suggestions for changes.

44. Once all responses have been received,
we will review the feedback and make
amendments where necessary to the
masterplan before the final report is
approved by DNPA.
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